Higher Awareness Lifestyle
Implications of the Future
Seeding a New Awareness – not giving the answers
The world is changing. Humanity is changing. Many challenges are ahead of us in terms of the other levels of our
reality getting ready to come our way. For people still centered in the normal human awareness these changes are not
noticeable yet and for others, having prepared for this for years and years, the tide is changing and the wave of
energies of the other realities and worlds are coming our way.
Now, many see these changes as the great ascension. It’s a belief system littered with dreams and hopes of something
not really known, felt and sensed as a response to a world that for many has felt empty, cold and foreign to them. The
idea of ascension is often a projection of longings of a better world without any specifics or implications of what
ascension truly means. And what it entails that a whole world and its humanity lift from one energetic level into
another. The implications of it.
This is not an ascension. It’s a resetting and a renewal of a world that for a long time has been run by a specific type of
humanoids, not doing a really good job, to be honest.
Our world is a business and should be seen as such. The former CEOs and their boards (the Elite1) ran this company in
a way, which has led to a bleed out of resources in their workers, draining of the natural resources, polluting and
destroying the environment and draining our world of its energy. They exploited their workers, the resources and did
not care much about the future that would come after they were gone.
These foreign races have acted like grasshoppers, eating and destroying in their wake, and we are now left the with
great mop-up.
The CEOs have left the house and humanity now stands with a huge business, no one really knows how to run or take
care of.
The world business has many departments and many humans are going to take leadership of their self-proclaimed
department, some with more success than others, and some will turn out to be better leaders than others.
Now, I do not endorse the hierarchical structure with a leader and workers below, doing the bidding of the leader,
which has been the predominant model of humanity. In this, humans are to learn not to look for leaders above
themselves, but learning to become leaders of their own household first, and then work within the community they
are part of. Not to become leaders there, but to learn to work as a team where all are equals supporting each other in
the common goal of progression of awareness, abilities and to make a better world business where all achieve the
correct amount of energy for the work performed.
The amount of work, progression and initiative are to be equal to the energy earned, also in terms of money, and not
as we know it of today where the leader gets the big chunk and the little man doing the shitty work, gets very little.
The idea of higher energy rate for a higher level of responsibility, ruling others, belongs to the humanoids and is not
the human way of living.
In fact, the whole idea of having to work to earn money is based upon what we could call an enslavement system,
where the individual forgets that he or she has all the energy needed in the world and is of no need to earn it, do
something for others or work under someone.
Thus, work, progression and initiative are natural resources and a natural way of living for the human races. We do
not do this to earn money (get energy) but to build a world, where all can thrive, live and express their innovations
into communities benefiting all.
These idealistic worlds are still a bit ahead of us, and the dream of Utopia is still just a dream.
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The Elite is not just the alien humanoid races but also bloodlines of the original human race having come back from the future to
undo that, and take control of our solar system, destroying it in this reversal of the original evolution here. These are called the Els,
(the El-ite, the El-ohim etc). The Els (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_(deity), are the enslavers on top of things in our universe. For
now, off planet, leaving the hidden realities to the remaining Ba´al races such as the clans and groups of reptilians.
The Els are Adad, Anat, Anu and Amurru (note the four A´s since the alien-human nazi projects are all about the A). Enki and Enlil
are leaders of a faction of Pleadian-Sirian reptoid human races and not really in control other than of the reptilian factions here.
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For us, as a humanity ready to move on, we must begin with what we have today. What the oppressors of the hidden
realities have left for us to work with.
The first fact is that most humans do not know of the hidden realities, although many has looked at conspiracy
theories of the Elite and so forth, of which most of this information is distorted deliberately. However, in this most
have seen the Elite as humans like you and me, and not realizing that the outer humans were part of something
hidden, an inner reality, secret for most. Of course, everybody has heard of the spiritual worlds but that is more a sort
of a distorted concept of a semi-human inner reality where the souls go and not a huge inner reality inhabited by
many off world humans and humanoids from other parallel universes, having used our world for their own benefit,
production and exploitation. These races are now gone, for now, and the inner and outer realities are left to their own
demise.
The breakdown of the old hierarchal and hidden world system will begin to show on the outside in the years to come.
It already is, because as no one maintains the outer jurisdictions of the old races, the left overs are in free downfall
between the remaining off world races – often not so smart as the Elite, they used to be controlled by.
Thus, we have an inner world in steep downfall and competition of the remaining clans and factions, trying to get as
much of the old business as possible on the inner planes, and then having this reflected into the outer world aka our
reality.
Humanity will go on with business as usual, unknowingly and ignorant of the hidden realities until the big issues are so
BIG that they cannot be denied, such as the weather modification programs that still run, and run automatically by the
alien technology, still functioning because nobody turned this off when they left, leading to weather disturbances and
unbalances, which in most cases humans will have no control of until they discover the hidden technologies and learn
to shut these off with their minds, because most of the technologies that run our reality are still hidden in the higher
order systems of our world.
Humanity will proceed with their normal lives, working in companies and doing their jobs, focusing on driving a
business run on monetary principles of exploitation, creating consumer markets where people can buy and sell their
goods, whether people need these goods or not. It’s a falsely generated market based upon an implemented idea of
the need for goods and luxury, more than quality of life, the ability to develop our consciousness and learning to
handle energy. Tools, that will be the most important of all in the years to come. What good does a good do when the
technology ruining our world is hidden in unseen levels of our world?
So, what is the work we are to do? Is it the ascension, where we get back to a soul state in a fluffy utopia world based
upon outdated spiritual principles? Or are we to grow as a race into a consciousness based race, having the ability to
telepathy, control of the hidden technologies, the ability to work with energy here and there in a scientific way
understanding holograms, artificial constructions based upon quantum principles of possibilities and probabilities and
code sheets, and again being able to communicate with the other human races placed in universes parallel to ours
from mind to mind, sharing complex information as packages of energy and field sciences?
Being a true human has nothing to do with spirituality or being soul infused. The true humans of our solar system used
to be a highly advanced race, building constructions, or worlds, into which different types of engineered vessels could
learn to administer energy and consciousness. All the worlds, in this solar system there were 12 worlds, known as the
12 planets and their moons, used to have a manifested reality and then the hidden behind, where the outer reality
was assisted in its progression by the use of technology, developmental programs and inner humans overseeing, and
assisting the outer human projects in their endeavor to master and develop the world, they had chosen to integrate
themselves into for a time being, playing out the chosen simulation in the chosen type of vessel. Our planet or world,
used to be one of these.
With this in mind, as I see it, we face the following challenges, which we are to rise up to:
-

Where does humanity, as a race, belong in terms of a future among other universal human races?
What needs to be developed to get humanity able to achieve that?
What needs to be learned?
Does the current humanity have the skills for that?
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These questions have already been answered by the secret societies of outer humans in the 1950´s and initiatives
have been taken since WW2 to ensure that a portion of humans will be able to face up to the challenges to come.
However, these initiatives were under the overlooking of humanoid alien races that did not have the prosperity of
humanity in mind, but their own survival and most of the projects instigated under these races have failed due to the
fact that the aliens did not give off information to assist, but to manipulate and trick the humans working with them,
not knowing better. This is also part of the mess, we are to mop-up; the failed alien-human genetic projects.
We have to look at the resources we have now. The world, we are living in and the majority of humans that are not
even half up to speed with the factual world, or worlds, they soon are to become part of and in this, only a portion of
humanity is ready to do this work of developing consciousness and energy to be able to face up to the future
challenges.
As always, this is a work for the few. This is not a work that can be proclaimed as a known issue, i.e. the still running
technologies of the alien races, slowly dismantling the outer world in manipulated business programs, developmental
programs, bending and seeding the human minds into these programs being overseen by technologies, artificial
control systems and semi-conscious technologies being programmed with all from religion to economics (such a semiconscious control devise is called a source and it holds the genetics of the humans it controls), and the humans not
knowing how to operate, and shut this down.
The worst enemy of humanity is not the current childish world leaders, not really knowing how to run a world but only
how to promote themselves in ways that make people like them, to be a bit harsh, taking care of our world in an old
setup. Or business leaders that only know how to exploit the resources with the goal of making more money. No, the
worst enemy is the hidden technologies, the mess left by the aliens and the genetic human projects that are breaking
down in 30% of the current humanity.
The Hidden Technologies
These technologies are based upon semi-consciousness link up. In the outer worlds, we are barely up to speed with
artificial intelligence and robotic technology. The current forms of computers, Wi-fi technologies etc are in terms of
the alien technology that were implemented into the existing human advanced technologies and developmental
programs (the real solar system technology to run the worlds), stone-age technologies. All run by electric energy and
machines to be touched, or controlled by other machines.
The original human technology run on genetic programming and they are linked to the developmental programs
behind the human vessel. The human vessel is engineered and based upon several scalar fields, not holding
mathematical coding, but code systems of consciousness and energy, generating a field into which the different
programs and technologies automatically can connect, when the level of the holographic energy system is achieved,
lifting the progression rate of the vessel automatically to the next developmental program and the assisting
technologies to maintain, upgrade and unfold the code sheets, transforming the electro-chemical milieu of the body
and hence the perception level, brain and cellular structure to enable more capacity for consciousness progression.
At the same time, in the original progression programs run here in ancient times, the integrated consciousness came
from the inner human, still present in the hidden real worlds or workstations only integrating a portion of the real
human consciousness and energy into the outer world simulation vessels. These inner humans would then oversee
and assist the outer version of themselves in inner guidance and communication. Sometimes, in some of the worlds, a
sub-consciousness personality was integrated into the engineered vessel and the inner human would then let the
vessel develop on its own, only overseeing it from time to time, to develop in unforeseen ways. Our world was
primarily run that way.
Now, these workstations where shut down eons ago, as the old human races shifted into other universes and the
developmental programs only run on a very low rate of progression compared to the original ones, and these low
progression programs were interfered with by the incoming humanoid alien races after WW2. 2 And on top of that, the
old technologies, keeping our reality running, have been messed with.
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I go into the historical details about this in the 2017 HAL Classes.
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The Mess of the Aliens
The aliens have left a bit of a mess for us to clear up. They have not shut down their technologies, such as the artificial
weather control aka chemtrails (using holographic planes that can go in and out of manifestation), the hidden
technologies controlling the human mindset and the inventions, humans were supposed to do in the near future to
accommodate the planned futures of the alien-human military projects. These are still in operation, leading humanity
down a path where there are no leaders to lead them, no aliens to greet them and no prospected development of an
alien-human reality to unfold. The technologies will run on their own, getting more and more malfunctional as the
alien-human genetic template breaks down, and with it the semi-conscious control devises of the aliens, getting more
and more out of control.
The Breaking Down Genetic Alien-human Templates
The post war alien-human military projects did a lot of bad engineering on the original human genetic template,
messing it up with humanoid genetics, which do not go well with the human genetics. This will generate a lot of side
effects into the human organism, mind and emotions as the genetics break down, begin to produce residuals or link
up to the run amok hidden alien technology and developmental programs. Now, for most this will just seem as time is
going faster, that humans are getting more stressed, that the raise of aggression is due to pressure, lack of money,
governmental issues or whatever. The fact is that the template structure is breaking down making these humans go
volatile and irrational.3,4
Hopefully this will only be in special instances but I also know that special organizations such the new order of the
ages (Annuit Coeptis Novus Ordo Seclorum for short NOA)5 foresaw a different future in American with riots, total
break down and so forth and because of this, left our planet in late 2016 instead of waiting for the 2021 date, they
originally had set. NOA has created, since WW2, their new humanity and shipped them off planet, as well as ensured
that a portion of human military projects in so-called sleeper villages, in the outskirts of America, will activate on their
own in 2019. Activate here means that the inbuilt alien genetics, such as Pleadian-Sirian genetics will activate and
integrate into the humans, merging with the existing personality making a new type of human with technical,
educational and scientific knowledge similar to the other human Pleiadian-Sirian races. The plan is here that portions
of humans activate outside the main cities, where the structures break down, and that these communities will
become the carriers of the planetary humanity, getting ready to reconnect with the space humanity from Mars, the
Moon and Jupiter around 2050.
At the same time, we have got new incoming other worldly races, eager to take over our solar system and its
technology while humanity takes itself out, in ignorance, lack of knowledge and understanding of the advanced world
they are part of. Organizations like NOA and other similar post war nazi projects in Europe are of course collaborating
with these races, to ensure that their new type of humans get the best mentoring from the other worldly races and
have a place in the new worlds under these races. 6
I am not saying these prospected possibilities are to unfold; it all depends on what will happen in 2018 where
humanity will have its first year on its own.
With this, we have:
1) The framework – the outlined challenges
2) The process – what to do (to be invented)
3) The expected outcome (what do we want the process to lead to?)
3

I have dealt with that in these three blog posts:
http://higherawarenesslifestyle.blogspot.dk/search/label/Creating%20a%20New%20Reality
4 Hamburg riots http://edition.cnn.com/2017/07/07/europe/g20-hamburg-protests/index.html
5 The hidden human-alien military organization behind the upcoming secret space program already running and unfolding, having
selected and shipped out their portion of the future humanity to new workstations places around Mars, the Moon and attempted
on Jupiter. Working on reviving the old human technologies there.
6 I don’t know who they are. To get in connection to them, I have to integrate their consciousness genetics and I do not want to do
that. I have had enough of interference into my energy system and consciousness from off worlders working with the humanoid
races the last 10 years (not by my own free will). The new races are bound to be humanoid-human races from the future, probably
the off spring of the alien-military human projects such as NOA and the nazi children, which can be categorized into four groups to
re-seed Europe and the Middle East (probably also Australia): The Asgardians (sciences), the Abrahams (the breeders and workers),
the Aryans (the leaders) and the Atlanteans (military-tech masters).
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The Big Questions Are
1) Who, of the old type of human genetic structure, is ready to do this work and what it entails in the learning
process of the hidden realities, the clans, the insectoids, the technologies and the code sheets linked to
diverse technology of which some are difficult to shut down without the inner sight and sensing, and not in
our favor connecting us to the humanoid alien automatic devices? This technology is everywhere in our
homes, in public places etc because its non-local and follows the genetics of the human.
2) And how do we begin the work of teaching these sciences to humans with dormant brain capacity?
3) What is to be learned to shift the mindset out of the outdated spiritual belief systems into a highly advanced
technological hidden reality?
4) How are we to teach humans what they carry in them, unknowingly of alien genetics and technologies, going
off as holograms with a genetic-energy package affecting our energy systems in a negative way, as our reality
lifts into the hidden realities?
5) How are we to teach humans that they are engineered to be weapons to take out the old type of humans
(the Supersoldier programs under the Sirian-Orion-Zeta races all over the world), having inserted organic
genetics break down systems to affect other humans.
6) How are we to manage the old reversed code sheets in humans from e.g. Mesopotamia and Egypt holding
holographic magic, reversing the code sheets in other humans.
7) How are we to meet the new engineered children, engineered to activate on their own. And in this present
an awareness, we barely can keep up with? Worst case scenario a world led by children, with little to none
empathy or understanding of human emotions and behavior.
8) How are we to change the existing systems running our primitive current world into systems were the new
humans are part and the old type of humans (us) can live side by side?
9) Are we to let the alien technologies go into a full break down of environment and structures, leading to a
premature resetting in the years to come?
10) And how do we face up to the energetic challenges this will bring about?
And at the same time, we must build a new human structure so that the Els cannot in any way come back in 2050 and
re-seed themselves into our solar system. We must learn our children about their origin, teach them a better way, give
them options and not let them be run over by the inbuilt activation systems and in that avoid the future to be enslaved
under the Els once more. At best, we will learn to co-exist with the new children and the Els.
Humans must rise up to their full potentials in daily energy work, learning to deal with the technology they have got
inserted and the alien humanoid genetics to be cleared out.
Humans must develop out of their current belief systems and develop a new type of mind from which the hidden
realities can be perceived and worked with.
Humans must learn to understand that other humans are not their enemy but fellow humans, which have been
manipulated, re-engineered and made into something they have no control over. Or has got insectoid technology, all
from artificial bugs to possessing entities, attached to them. We must help each other to become harmless and learn
to deal with the hidden programs, genetics and technologies, put into these humans to take out the humans that could
make changes in the world, activating the original human genetics.
We cannot go into a full down-spin of humanoids against human genetics, which is what has unfolded in the future in
many of the humanoid-human systems, where the Els have reversed the worlds.
We must face that the WW3 is not an outer war to come, it is already here, hidden in the code sheets of selected
humans carrying targeted genetics structures to take out the remaining original human genetics that could activate
the original technology and in that regain control of our solar system.
We must face that the breaking down is orchestrated by humanoid alien dismantling technology and NOT part of an
ascension process and only if we master energy, our own energy system and are observant of the effect we have on
others, can we get through this as a race.
AND WE CANNOT GET TAKEN OUT BY OUR EMOTIONS REGARDING THIS. WE MUST TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AND GROW
UP TO THESE CHALLENGES. WE CANNOT PUT OUR HEADS IN THE SAND. WE MUST RISE TO THE OCCASION.
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